
Almonry working group meeting notes. 

Present Cllrs Margaret Kiloh ( MK) (Chair); Vikki Cook (VC); Glenna Favell (GF); Hazel Sharman (HS); 

Margaret Emeleus (ME); Stephen Gray (SG); Trevor and Anne Wayne (TAW) (for the Museum.) 

The meeting was convened to discuss progress towards the soft opening and to further matters 

discussed at previous meeting  

It was reported that the “Soft opening” did not happen for a variety of reasons. 

MK reported that Hanging spaces now installed and screen installed in Chamber and that Cllr  

Jill Gyngell is still working on exhibition.MK added that She and  Lesley Samms will be working on the 

hanging system later that day. 

Concern expressed by council staff regarding the security of books when a) staff are away from the 

reception desks and b) when external groups hire the venue  were discussed. A suggestion to cover 

the books at such time to deter light fingered visitors and subsequent loss of books and revenue for 

the Museum but this was  not the preference of the museum volunteers. 

A discussion on how to promote local businesses was discussed and a stand of some description is 

envisioned, it was agreed to ask Cllr Stripp to investigate and suggest a way forward. 

A stand for leaflets to be placed outside is also being considered. 

The new DTC will take responsibility for booking out the rooms for hire and manning the TIP on 

some Saturdays. 

Training in December for all volunteers. M E and VC. to run training. Regarding Safety, about the 

Almonry, and How to spend a day in Battle.  

It was reported that the Town Trail, Heritage trail, Geo caching might need to be revised befre being 

offered (ACTION ME VC MK)  

SG and MK are  writing guide re History of Almonry based on Margaret Moore’s account which they 

hope will be ready for our training date. 

ME is working towards an almonry  garden guide. 

M K is talking with Gina about possible future exhibition space and also a future audio. 

The group then watched the Almonry film and  agreed that it was a good introduction to the 

Almonry and it’s history. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Almonry working group meeting notes. 

 

Monday 3rd October at 11.30 at the Chamber at the Almonry, Battle 

Present Cllrs Margaret Kiloh (Chair); Vikki Cook; Glenna Favell; Hazel Sharman; 

Margaret Emeleus; Stephen Gray; Trevor and Anne Wayne (for the Museum.) 

The meeting was convened to consider future collaboration between the Almonry and the Museum 

and also to discuss the opening of the Information point at the Almonry. 

• It is intended to invite Meg Beckett (The last resident of the Almonry) and two residents who 

assisted with the High Street safety audit to the opening possibly in the morning of Friday 

14th October. It is hoped to have an exhibition regarding the restoration of the Almonry 

which will then run to Christmas time. It is hoped that the hanging system will be installed by 

then and the film uploaded to the TV Screen in the chamber. 

• It is hoped that the round table will be used to display books about Battle and The Battle for 

sale. A card machine will be provided by the museum for their book sales.  

• The Almonry (Tourist) Information point will become a focal point for local businesses and 

restaurants; event organisers as well as groups to advertise themselves and their events in 

the town. An external leaflet brochure holder is being considered for the outside porch. The 

museum urged us to consider signing up to Brochure connect if we have not already done 

so. 

• It was pointed out that the Chamber and /or the Old Hall may be hired out and therefore the 

film or tours may not always be available.  

• It is intended that an A board promoting the Town Hall and Museum will be used in the 

future to advertise special exhibition or events; as well as tours and film showing times and  

will be used to increase footfall. 

• Mr Wayne showed the Battle Rural District Warrant granting a coat of arms to the Town. It is 

hoped to display this but following a discussion it was agreed that the corner cabinet would 

not be suitable for it to hag in and it was agreed that a box frame would be investigated so 

that it could be displayed flat. In the meantime Mr Peter Greene would be asked to 

photograph it and that would be displayed in time for 14th  October. 

• Manning the almonry, Margaret Kiloh reported that office staff and councillor volunteers as 

well as Museum society volunteers would receive training to ensure all are singing from the 

same room card! Although it is hoped to produce a guide with more detail than the room 

cards could give, this may be a project for the future when the rooms have settled down and 

exhibits in the best and safest place.  

• A future project to discuss the history of the Almonry garden would be undertaken with 

Margaret Emeleus offering to contact Mr Ian Rumley Dawson and Trevor Wayne offering to 

contact the historical society. 

• It is intended to offer exhibition space (at a fee to be decided) in the buttery. In between 

times it might be that the museum or historical society could use the space for exhibitions of 

photos showing social history of Bygone Battle. Gina (?) historical society would be 

approached to possibly complete a Sound Exhibition using sound archives from their store.  

The next meeting will be held on Monday 31st October at 10.00  


